The structure and use of transformational batteries and paradigms at the clause rank (clause level) has been discussed for ten years (see bibliography in Thomas 1973) . It has been becoming steadily more apparent that the theory is relevant also to other ranks besides the clause. This paper is a preliminary presentation of transformational batteries and paradigms at other ranks.
A battery is a set of strings having the same deep structure roles and elements, and whose surface strings are mutually transformable into each other with sentencehood preserved. A paradigm is the total set of surface forms that can be made from one deep structure, including elliptical forms and question forms. The various surface forms of a deep structure are generally determined by their syntactic and semantic environment, and a more careful description of the paradigms should state the environments in which the various forms occur.
Morpheme
A deep structure morpheme {lexeme) may be considered the rank below the deep structure phrase. It is the sphere of naming, the sphere of the dictionary. Paradigms of surface forms commonly include morphemes and affixed or phrasal forms: I haven't yet studied nor seen any studies of batteries of paragragraphs. But with the work of Longacre, Pike, Grimes, Wise, and others on paragraph structures, it seems reasonable to assume that sets of paragraph types will appear whose members regularly stand in a mutually-transformable relation with each other. Thus I expect that within the next few years studies of paragraph batteries will begin to appear.
Battery trees
The tree-like relations between clause batteries has been well demonstrated (see Nevers 1967 , Thomas 1973 . It is becoming evident
